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Glossary
Localization The two- or three-dimensional positional
determination of a point source.
PSF The detection system’s characteristic diffraction-
limited image of a point source.
Encyc
Resolution The smallest distinguishable distance between
two point sources.
Introduction

Fluorescence microscopy is a popular imaging technique both
for its relatively noninvasive properties and its ability to sim-
ultaneously image multiple species in living cellular speci-
mens. Images are formed by the simultaneous observation of
many fluorescing molecules to visualize cellular structures and
processes. In conventional far-field fluorescence microscopy,
the spatial resolution is diffraction-limited. Thus, the smallest
resolvable details are given by the Rayleigh criterion, namely

r0 � 0:61λ
NA

where r0 is the distance between point sources, λ is the wave-
length of the photons detected and NA is the numerical
aperture of the lens system (Born and Wolf, 1997). In fluor-
escence light microscopy, typical lateral and axial resolutions
areB200 nm andB600 nm, respectively. Thus, in diffraction-
limited microscopy, the size and spatial organization of
cellular structures on length scales smaller than the diffraction
limit remain unresolved.

Many important biological processes occur on length scales
shorter than the diffraction limit, and the motivation to
improve optical resolution in fluorescence microscopy has
been strong. Fortunately, one can observe these phenomena
through the use of localization-based super resolution tech-
niques: stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM)
(Rust et al., 2006), photoactivatable localization microscopy
(PALM) (Betzig et al., 2006), and fluorescence photoactivation
localization microscopy (FPALM) (Hess et al., 2006). These
and related techniques have recently become quite popular.
Eric Betzig, inventor of PALM, Stefan W. Hell, and William E.
Moerner, received the 2014 Nobel Prize in chemistry for their
contributions to super resolution microscopy in biological
imaging (Nobel Media AB, 2014).
Concept

Localization microscopy is made possible by labeling samples
with specific fluorescent molecules that can be converted
from a dark to bright state and eventually to another dark
(bleached) state (Figure 1). Within the sample, an activation
laser is used to potentiate the fluorescence of small subsets
of single molecules. A second, readout laser excites the
fluorescence of those molecules so that they are imaged as
diffraction-limited point-spread functions (PSFs) (Figures 1
(a)–1(c)). During imaging, or, more typically after imaging,
the molecular images are mathematically analyzed to deter-
mine the two- or three-dimensional coordinates of each
identified molecule, which is called localization (Figures 1
(e)–1(g)). One controls the molecular activation and bleach-
ing rates to allow only a small number of molecules to be
visible at once, and to cause those molecules to be separated
by a distance greater than r0. Two-dimensional plots of this
information constitute the image (Figure 1). Localization
microscopy can improve the diffraction-limited resolution
by about a factor of 10 or more (Figures 1(d) and 1(k)).
This enables the elucidation of biological structures on sub-
diffraction length scales.

Localization microscopy can image individual fluor-
ophores as well as multiple fluorophores simultaneously
(Bossi et al., 2008; Testa et al., 2010; Gunewardene et al.,
2011). Molecular orientations (Gould et al., 2008), and loca-
lizations in two or three dimensions (Juette et al., 2008; Huang
et al., 2008), can also be determined. Multicolor, molecular
orientation and three-dimensional imaging require specific
modifications to the detection path, involving the use of spe-
cialized optics (Figure 2) and methods (see Experimental
Methods).

Super resolution imaging can be performed in live cells
(Hess et al., 2007) and fixed samples. Fixed cell imaging re-
veals static information about the size and spatial organization
of the labeled structures at one instant in time. Live cell im-
aging reveals dynamics of cellular structures and enables the
measurement of single molecule trajectories on millisecond
timescales (Gudheti et al., 2013; Manley et al., 2008).
Experimental Methods

For particular functionalities, the microscope can be aligned to
match one of the possible layouts in Figure 2. The activation
laser, which frequently has a 405 nm wavelength, should
be adjusted to spatially overlap with the readout laser. The
readout wavelength can be one or several different wave-
lengths, chosen to best excite the fluorescent molecules in the
sample. For example, the photoactivatable fluorescent protein
Dendra2 is excited well by a 556 nm or 561 nm laser, whereas
Alexa647 is optimally excited at 647 nm. Both lasers are
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Figure 1 The concept of FPALM is shown using simulated single molecules. Diffraction-limited single molecules are sparsely activated, excited,
and imaged before they photobleach (a). Photobleached molecules are replaced in each frame by newly activated single molecules (b,c). Together,
all of the single molecules form a diffraction-limited image (d). The recorded single molecules in (a–c) are mathematically localized (e–g, enclosed
in yellow circles). The cumulative sum of the localized molecules form super-resolved images (h–k). Sparse numbers of molecules (h,i) do not
adequately define the structures as well as larger numbers of molecules (j,k). Scale bar in (d) is 1 mm and is the same for all images.
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typically focused by a lens into the back aperture of the ob-
jective in order to achieve widefield illumination at the sample.

The lateral position of the laser as it enters the objective
affects the excitation profile at the sample. In Figure 2 panel I,
the path of the laser lies directly on the optical axis, which
results in excitation through the sample. By shifting the path of
the laser laterally away from the optical axis, the laser beam
becomes inclined in the sample, as seen in panel II. Further
shifting of the laser from the optical axis puts the excitation
into total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) mode, as seen
in panel III. In TIRF, the evanescent electric field penetrates
only a few hundred nanometers into the sample, enabling
excitation of only molecules very close to the surface of the
coverslip and greatly reducing out of focus background.
The objective collects a portion of the excited fluorescence,
which then passes through the dichroic, and is then focused by
the tube lens to form an image in an intermediate plane,
where an aperture is placed to crop the area imaged. Two
additional lenses form a telescope that magnifies and focuses
the cropped image onto the camera. Modifications to the de-
tection path increase the amount of information measured
from the single molecules. In Figure 2(a), the fluorescence
signal is imaged directly onto the camera and provides
two-dimensional spatial information.

Simultaneous multicolor imaging, i.e., the labeling
of a sample with multiple spectrally distinct species of
fluorescent molecules, can be done using the optical setup
shown in Figure 2(b) (Bossi et al., 2008; Testa et al., 2010;
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Figure 2 Basic layout of an FPALM setup and many modifications. The Readout and Activation laser on/off and powers are controlled by
shutters, SH, and neutral density filters, ND, respectively. The lasers are combined at DM1 and reflected to the lens, L1, by mirrors M2 and M3.
The lasers pass through a quarter wave plate, QWP, for conversion to circularly polarized light, then reflect off the filter cube dichroic, DM2, and
focus at the back aperture of the objective, OBJ. The lateral position of the lasers at the back aperture of the objective controls the angle at which
the lasers enter the sample: (I) centered for excitation perpendicular to the coverslip, (II) slightly offset for inclined beam in the sample, and (III)
offset for TIRF. The lateral position of the laser is adjusted by shifting the translation stage, TS. Sample fluorescence is collected by the objective,
passes through DM2, and is focused by the tube lens, TL. Outside the microscope, additional bandpass filters, F2, remove background. The
aperture, AP, reduces the image region. The image is expanded by the telescope lenses, L2 and L3, before entering the detection box.
Modifications to the detection path enable different modes of imaging. For single color imaging, fluorescence is measured directly by the camera
(a). For simultaneous multicolor imaging, a dichroic, DM3, separates the fluorescence into two channels (b). Additional mirrors, M5 and M6,
ensure the same focal plane is imaged. For three-dimensional imaging by the biplane method, the fluorescence is split by a 50:50 beam splitter,
BS, with M8 redirecting reflected fluorescence to the camera (c). The different path lengths result in two different focal planes imaged at the
camera. For three-dimensional images by astigmatism, a cylindrical lens is placed in the detection path (d). To measure anisotropy, a polarizing
beam splitter, PBS, splits fluorescence depending on polarization, with M9 and M10 ensuring path-length equality (e). Light from the Mercury
Lamp passes through a filter, F1, and expands with the telescope lenses L4 and L5. A flip mirror, FM, reflects the mercury lamp light into the
microscope.
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Gunewardene et al., 2011). The dichroic splits the fluorescence
into two color channels and the mirrors adjust the path
lengths so that the same focal planes are imaged in side-by-
side areas on the camera. The ratio of intensities between the
two channels can be used to distinguish the different fluor-
escent species in the image.

Three-dimensional imaging requires a method to break the
axial symmetry of the PSF. Breaking the symmetry can be done
by a variety of methods (Juette et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2008;
Pavani et al., 2009; Shtengel et al., 2009). Here, we show
the two easiest methods to implement: Biplane (Juette et al.,
2008) in Figure 2(c) and astigmatism (Huang et al., 2008)
in Figure 2(d). The Biplane method splits the fluorescence
with a 50:50 beam splitter cube so that two different focal
planes are imaged on the camera. This provides two separate
measurements of the single molecule enabling axial local-
ization. The fluorescence path lengths are different for each
channel, resulting in two different focal planes being imaged
on the camera. The differences in shape of the molecular
images in the two channels enable the localization of the axial
position of the molecule. The astigmatism method introduces
a cylindrical lens into the detection path as seen in Figure 2
(d). The cylindrical lens changes the focal length along
only one of the lateral directions. The image of the single
molecule will be stretched either horizontally or vertically
depending on its axial position. This stretching is then
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mathematically modeled to determine the molecular position
in three dimensions.

The anisotropy, or dipole orientation, of the imaged single
molecules can be measured using the setup in Figure 2(e)
(Gould et al., 2008). The fluorescence is split by a polarizing
beam splitter cube and the mirrors adjust the path lengths so
that the same focal planes are imaged on the camera. The ratio
of intensities between the two channels enables determination
of the azimuthal (in-plane) angle of the dipole of the single
molecule.

Preparation of samples can follow standard protocols for
fluorescence labeling, however, several crucial details need to
be considered. Photoactivatable single molecules, by nature,
are sensitive to light. Once labeled, samples should be shiel-
ded from stray light sources (room lights, incubator UV, etc)
which may prematurely activate single molecules. Addition-
ally, sample media and buffers often contain auto-fluorescent
components which serve to increase background noise and
worsen the localization precision. Sample media and buffers
should be made such that auto-fluorescent components are
removed or replaced with nonfluorescent alternatives.

For any multichannel or three-dimensional imaging
modality, calibration data should be recorded. Multichannel
calibration typically consists of bead images which can be
used to create a mathematical transform to overlay the
two channels. Three-dimensional calibration data requires
precise positioning of beads in order to generate an axial
calibration curve.
Data Analysis

Typical localization-based super resolution datasets consist of
between a few hundred and several tens of thousands of image
frames of single molecules. The crucial point of the technique
is to measure spatially well-separated fluorescent single mol-
ecules in each frame, as seen in Figures 1(a)–1(c). As the
single molecules photobleach and the pool of inactive mol-
ecules decreases, the activation intensity should be increased
so that the density of active single molecules remains roughly
constant during the imaging sequence.

Plots of localized single molecules are shown in Figures 1
(e)–1(g). Localization algorithms read in raw data and output
a list of localized particle positions. These involve background
subtraction before each single molecule is identified and lo-
calized. The typical algorithm first involves a calculation of the
effective pixel size by using a scale image to determine how
many pixels fit in a known image area. Background noise is
calculated by measuring the variation of detected fluorescence
within a nearby region that does not contain any fluorescing
molecules. Single molecules are then identified based on pixel
intensity and mathematically localized either by using a least-
squares fitting of a Gaussian, maximum-likelihood estimation
of a theoretical PSF (Mortensen et al., 2010) or fitting to the
experimentally measured PSF (Juette et al., 2008). The identi-
fication and localization process repeats for all single mol-
ecules in the image. A first set of thresholds are applied to
identify objects as bright as a single fluorophore. Objects that
pass this first threshold are then localized. A second set of
thresholds either discards, or sets aside for further analysis, the
PSFs that are substantially larger or smaller than the diffraction
limit; or poorly localized based on goodness of fit and number
of detected photons. A localization precision is then deter-
mined for each PSF to be analyzed, which depends on the
number and emission wavelength of the number of photons
detected from the fluorophore, the background noise per pixel
and the effective pixel size.

For the detection setups in Figures 2(b)–2(e), the analysis
algorithms must be modified to extract the appropriate and
available information. For multichannel techniques (Figures 2
(b), 2(c), and 2(e)), the two channels are overlaid using
the calibration data. Single molecules are localized using
the methods in the previous paragraph to determine the lateral
localized positions. The ratio of intensities and/or the com-
parison of the shapes of the molecular images in the two
channels reveals information such as the type, axial position,
or dipole orientation of the single molecule. The images
in Figure 2(d) form a single channel; the axial positions of
the single molecules are extracted by measuring the horizontal
and vertical widths of the PSF for each molecule within
the image.

A final rendered image of all localized single molecules
(Figure 1(k)) will have enhanced resolution in comparison to
the diffraction-limited image (Figure 1(d)). Gaussian-based
visualization was used to render the super resolution image in
Figure 1, but several other methods exist, such as scattergrams,
quad-tree histograms, and Delaunay triangulation (Baddeley
et al., 2010).

For a more thorough discussion of the microscope setup,
alignment, imaging, and analysis methods, see Gould et al.
(2009), Curthoys et al. (2013).
Discussion

Localization microscopy can provide resolution at near mo-
lecular length scales, with time resolution of 0.1–0.03 s per
rendered image (Huang et al., 2013; Gunewardene et al., 2011;
Shim et al., 2012). Because localization microscopy images
single molecules, a number of different types of information
can be obtained.

Live cell images can be obtained with frame rates of
B1 ms, allowing rendered images to be obtained within 0.1 s
for fluorescent proteins (unpublished data) and 0.03 s for
organic dyes (Huang et al., 2013). Careful choice of excitation
intensity can allow individual molecules to be imaged for
multiple frames and thereby single molecule trajectories to
be obtained (Gudheti et al., 2013; Manley et al., 2008). From
these trajectories, the diffusion or transport behavior of
molecular species can be obtained for single species (Hess
et al., 2007; Manley et al., 2008), or combinations of species
(Gudheti et al., 2013). Multiple molecular species can be
distinguished by splitting the detected fluorescence based on
wavelength to form two or more simultaneous images, and
using the ratio of intensities within those images to determine
molecular type (Bossi et al., 2008; Gunewardene et al., 2011;
Testa et al., 2010). Alternatively, probes may also be dis-
tinguished based on activation or readout wavelength in
addition to emission spectrum (Bates et al., 2007). Finally,
methods to quantify numbers of molecules or molecular
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density are being developed (Manley et al., 2008; Lee et al.,
2012; Wolter et al., 2012; Avilov et al., 2014).

Although a wide variety of information can be obtained
from a biological sample, a number of parameters must be
considered in order to optimize use of localization microscopy
for such applications.

The molecular labeling density (Figures 1(h)–(k)) and
localization have a profound effect on the ultimate quality
(and resolution) of images obtained. The localization pre-
cision is strongly affected by number of detected photons per
molecule, background noise per pixel, camera pixel size, and
the width of the diffraction-limited PSF (Thompson et al.,
2002). Thus, minimization of fluorescence background and
maximization of fluorescence detection efficiency are crucial.
Minimization of other sources of image noise, such as pixel-to-
pixel (spatial) (Pertsinidis et al., 2010) and frame-to-frame
(temporal) variation in camera sensitivity, are also important
(Huang et al., 2013). Based on the Nyquist sampling theorem,
the density of labels should yield a nearest neighbor distance
no larger than half the value of the desired resolution (Shroff
et al., 2007). More generally, the resolution can be defined in
a number of ways (Betzig et al., 2006; Hess et al., 2006;
Mukamel and Schnitzer, 2012; Nieuwenhuizen et al., 2013).
Recently, a resolution measure based on information content
as a function of spatial frequency has led to a ‘Fourier
ring correlation’ method, which quantifies the effects of
localization precision and molecular density for a wide
variety of conditions applicable to localization microscopy
(Nieuwenhuizen et al., 2013). Use of this method can be made
through an ImageJ app.

To optimize image quality, molecular coordinates in
localization microscopy datasets need to be corrected for axial
and lateral sample drift, such as through the use of fiducials
(Betzig et al., 2006), cross-correlation of data subsets (obtained
in fixed samples only) (Mlodzianoski et al., 2011), or experi-
mental modifications need to be made to prevent drift during
acquisition, such as through autofocus and/or lateral stabil-
ization of the microscope stage relative to the objective lens
(Huang et al., 2008).

For multicolor datasets, bleedthrough, defined as in-
advertent identification of molecules of one species as another,
can cause significant errors in interpretation of results (Kim
et al., 2013). Correction for misidentification rates of as little as
a few percent is crucial if results are to be used for quantifi-
cation of colocalization (Kim et al., 2013).

In summary, localization microscopy is well-suited for
imaging living and fixed cell specimens, and other biological
samples, where fluorescent labels can be attached to the bio-
molecules of interest, where spatial resolution of tens of
nanometers is desirable, and where a time resolution of 0.03 s
or slower is sufficient. Molecular trajectories can also be
obtained on millisecond timescales. Localization microscopy
is to some extent limited by data analysis and the fluorescent
labels used for imaging. Without considerable effort, imme-
diate visualization is hindered by the data analysis required.
Further development of the fluorescent labels used could fur-
ther improve temporal and spatial resolution. However, the
range of potential biological applications of the technology
in its current state is extensive, and further insights into cell
biology are likely to result.
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